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ABSTRACT
The Tunisian dialect is different from the standard Arabic language due to its
complicated written forms. We add to that the nonexistence of a sufficient large
Tunisian corporus.
Our challenge is to collect a Tunisian dataset and create a model that can
understand this dialect by testing it on the “Multi-Turn Response Selection” task.
We propose to use the “Deep Attention Matching” (DAM) model [1], a recently
introduced model based entirely on “Attention” and inspired by the “Transformer“
model [2].
Experiments on our collected and pre-processed 42K Tunisian dataset show that
the proposed solution was successful. Word Embedding succeeded in tackling
all the dialect complexity and the model reached a Recall R10@5 of more than
0,95 on the final tests.

Figure 3: Word embedding representation.

TUNISIAN DIALECT DATASET
Tunisian Dialect Challenges
The Tunisian dialect is very complicated when it comes to understanding its
written forms. What distinguishes this dialect is the mixture of Latin and Arabic
alphabet, and the presence of numbers coding letters. We add to that the
absence of spelling rules, and the presence of foreign languages with misspelling
in them.
We notice also the lack of sufficiently large datasets. Infact, very few freely
available Tunisian corpora can be found. Moreover, the already existing datasets
are either designed for sentiment analysis or linguistic experiments.
Dataset Statistics
We provide a new Tunisian corpus, OoredooTn dataset, for “Multi-turn Response
Selection” task. The dataset contains more than 42K conversations about
technical information extracted from the “Ooredoo Tunisie”, a Tunisian
telecommunications company, Facebook page comments and replies. It is on a
less scale than standard language datasets (Ubuntu an Douban datasets) for
solving dialogue problems (Table 1). However, it has an average of more than 2
turns each. Adding to that, each conversation in our dataset includes long
utterances.

Figure 4: Word embedding representation for four extracted clusters.

Training, validation and test
DAM shows good performance at matching responses with short context with
only 2 utterances (Left Figure 5). It can still deal with long context length with
more than 6 turns. DAM reacts well when it comes to long turns with more then
10 words per turn (Right Figure 5). Unfortunately, its performance on short
utterances with less than 10 words, is lower. This is because the shorter the
utterance is, the fewer information it contains, and the more difficult it is for
selecting the next utterance.

Table 1: Statistics of the OoredooTn dataset.

MODEL ARCHITECTURE
The “Deep Attention Matching” (DAM) model [1] is composed of four modules:
The Word Embedding, the Representation, the Matching, and the Aggregation
modules (Figure 2).

Figure 5: The model performances on OoredooTn dataset.

We deliver test results that reveal the model performances on the ”Multi-turn
context response selection” task. The overall results outperformed Douban
dataset result and are close to the Ubuntu dataset.The results show the
effectiveness of the DAM model with more than 0,95 for the recall R10@5
value.

Figure 3: Best Recall result on OoredooTn dataset.

Conclusion
Figure 2: The Deep Attention Matching Model (DAM) architecture [1].

DAM takes each word of an utterance in context or response and hierarchically
enriches its representation with successive levels of “Attention” modules. This
gradually produces sophisticated segment representations surrounding the word
from one level to another. In this way, each utterance in context and response is
matched based on segment pairs at different levels. Therefore, DAM captures
matching information between the context and the response from word-level to
sentence-level, until arriving to the context-response-level.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Word Embedding
The Embedding module solved one side of the Tunisian dialect challenges, which
is its language complexity. In fact, this module detected the presence of foreign
languages and added a translation meaning to them (Figure 3).
It also extracted unfixed spelling to the same words, and detected the use of both
Latin and Arabic alphabet. Finally it pointed the misspelling when it came to
foreign languages (Figure 4).

We collected a Tunisian dialect dataset that will be valuable for researchers
working in the field of Tunisian language processing models. We applied the
DAM model on the “Multi-turn Response selection” task and obtained
successful results that can serve as comparative examples for future improved
works.
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